ALAA Outside Stud Dog Use Requirements

Below you will find the requirements for use and litter registration of a non-ALAA registered stud. You will need to provide the following information to have your litter registered and included in the ALAA database.

Note: It is up to the Member Breeder to insure the chosen stud meets the minimum requirements. Failing to do so can result in the litter not being eligible for registration.

Stud Dog Certificate Form for Outside Stud Use can be found here: https://alaa-labradoodles.com/for-breeders/breeder-registration-and-fees

- **Health Testing on Stud:** Any stud used, including non-ALAA members, must meet the minimum health testing requirements of the ALAA of Hips and Elbows prior to the breeding. Gold and Silver Paw Members must either have the extra health testing (Silver – ACVO Eyes every 18 months, Gold – ACVO Eyes every 18 months, EIC, and PRA) results submitted or put a disclaimer on their website stating the health testing level of the stud being used. Health testing documents must be submitted to the registrar prior to the breeding. The ALAA retains the right to revise health testing requirements as needed for protection of the breed. Current health testing requirements can be found here: https://alaa-labradoodles.com/for-breeders/paw-reward-program

- **A 6 generation pedigree:** A 6-generation pedigree must be submitted. This pedigree needs to meet one of the two paths to registration through the ALAA, either a 100% provable pedigree or the ALAA’s untraceable ruling with three generations of health testing. Pedigree submission is the responsibility of the breeder. If you need an ALAA pedigree researched, this is available for a fee. Please give 30 days for any pedigree verification.

All of the above requirements must be met in order to register your litter with the use of an outside stud. Failure to supply all the needed documentation can result in your litter not being registered. It is the responsibility of the breeder to fulfill all these requirements prior to the breeding. It is recommended by the ALAA that submission is at least 30 days prior to the breeding so that any concerns have time to be addressed.

The outside stud will be issued an ALAA number for database identification, but will be listed as an unregistered dog for information only and to produce any pedigrees needed for the registered litters.

If you have any questions you can contact the Registrar at: registrar@alaa-labradoodles.com

See ALAA website for current fees.